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Executive Summary 

Team Green provides youth, pre-k through the eighth-grade, ages four through 

eighteen, an opportunity to experience a wrestling program to develop increased wrestling 

interest, program participation and self-confidence while receiving guidance and mentorship 

to build personal leadership skills to be a successful community leader. As Team Green 

expands through program services incorporating two new services, Middle of the Mat and 

Wrestling Bride Leadership, the foundation will be reinforced with objectives to achieve 

being a youth program using wrestling as a vehicle to teach youth how to strive for success in 

all aspects of life, develop their character, self-confidence, discipline, work ethic, and mental 

toughness to be a successful leader with strong leadership skills. 

 Team Green’s Middle of the Mat membership will be open to the Wabash Valley area 

youth encompassing four school districts: Clay Community Schools, South Vermillion 

Community School Corporation, North Central Parke Community School Corporation, and 

Vigo County School Corporation. This inclusive youth wrestling program opportunity will 

expand Team Green’s target audience, create new competitive athletes for local high schools, 

and provide a cohesive expansion of Team Green’s already successful program. Through 

attributes of determination, skill, passion, and discipline, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat 

will incorporate role model behaviors through guidance and mentorship of character, 

leadership, and partnership to provide a cutting-edge program for each youth program 

participant.  
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Introduction 

Head wrestling coach from West Vigo High School, Scott Rohrbach, recognized his 

wrestling program, ninth through twelfth grade, was experiencing a decline in 2001 when he 

could not fill two weight classes. He could generally expect program participant numbers 

hovering around thirty-five since his duty as a head coach started in 1998. Wrestling, an 

individual competitive performance sport, is based on specific criteria for the competition of 

“14 weight classes in a high school wrestling dual, starting at 106 pounds and going up to 

258, or heavyweight” (Morris, 2020). Therefore, Coach Rohrbach’s upward of thirty-five 

program participant team at West Vigo High School proved to be a wrestling program held in 

high regard by other high school programs across the State of Indiana.  

     Though wrestling is considered a smaller participation sport, Coach Rohrbach recognized 

his twelve-participant high school lineup represented the need to adjust his expectations and 

utilize his historically identifiable coaching success by reintroducing the sport of wrestling to 

the West Terre Haute community. With this approach, Scott and his wife, Missy Rohrbach, 

decided to increase wrestling interest within the community to garner new program 

participants. The development of a nonprofit program targeting youth in grades first through 

fifth was developed. During the implementation of the first season in 2002, the community of 

parents within this age range had enrolled their children without hesitation, coming from 

three elementary schools, which ignited into fifty program participants. Scott and Missy 

realized their idea would be an asset for years to come, trickling into the high school 

program, therefore, naming their program Team Green.  

Team Green is a nonprofit program in Vigo County within West Terre Haute, Indiana 

area, encompassing the Vigo County School Corporation schools of Fayette Elementary, 

West Vigo Elementary, Sugar Creek Consolidated Elementary, and West Vigo High School. 

However, due to declining program participation in 2020, it is necessary to secure a new 
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target audience that would implement youth leadership within its curriculum. Team Green is 

seeking to expand as an open enrollment youth wrestling program called Middle of the Mat.  

Background 

Since its inception, Team Green’s coaching staff teaches youth how to strive for 

success in all aspects of wrestling by teaching discipline, work ethic, and mental toughness in 

a positive environment, both on and off the wrestling mat. Coach Rohrbach’s recognition of 

his high school wrestling program experiencing a decline in program participant participation 

in 2001 led to the original youth wrestling pilot program of its kind in the surrounding four 

counties, named Team Green.  The program has successfully served 1,861 youth since 2002. 

In speaking with Team Green's Head Coach, Scott Rohrbach, he stated, "I never expected my 

idea of introducing youth wrestling in my community would develop into a program that 

would be an improvised plan of dedicating four nights a week, while dividing youth into age 

and grade-appropriate practice times. This allowed an overflow of an excess number of 

memberships to be more achievable in offering the wrestling program experience. The 

program has served so many deserving youths!" (Rohrbach, 2020).  

     Team Green’s partner, Missy, identified a need within the program parameters almost 

immediately within year one of inception; parents seemingly sought guidance from the 

coaching staff to speak with their youth about issues being experienced involving social 

interactions and academic performance. This created one-on-one case management 

mentorship to further assist the youth. Accountability by youth became a standard 

expectation. Though this was a valuable addition, no actual designed service was 

implemented, only on an as-needed basis. 

     After twenty years of successful program implementation, Team Green recognizes that 

their program participation rate has declined again both at the high school and pre-k through 
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the twelfth-grade levels. This gap has been identified as a new desired goal to allow for 

continued success within Team Green's youth wrestling program. 

Description of Program 

Many athletes do not have access to wrestling training before entering secondary 

school; therefore, because Scott and Missy Rohrbach recognized this to be accurate, starting a 

youth wrestling club addressed this problem. According to Harrington (2020), children as 

young as four or five years old can begin wrestling with both boys and girls developing into 

future athletes through a wrestling club. Team Green has replicated this program's 

recommended approach since its inception including coaching, mentorship and youth 

encouragement of practicing wrestling while building a feeder system into West Vigo High 

School.   

 Passion by those starting Team Green wrestling club resulted in quickly securing a 

practice facility, creating awareness by word of mouth, and garnering volunteer coaching 

staff allowed Team Green to be established.  Implementing these parameters recognized the 

commitment that would culminate a representation of using coaching talent, inspire action, 

encouragement of wrestlers to work hard, and show by example the love of the sport of 

wrestling. (Harrington, 2020). Harrington also states that beginning a small program will 

allow its growth to begin over a few seasons. Again, an example of what Team Green was 

started by way of a wrestling season. Team Green doubled in size after season one. 

 Team Green has flourished thus far by Scott and Missy's dedication. A representation 

of their commitment is only natural as their roots are vital within the program's foundation 

and the community in which they also live. Team Green is ready to move toward more 

success for the program by opening enrollment into the Wabash Valley surrounding area 

through Team Green’s new program, Middle of the Mat. The Ohio State University & Fisher 
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College of Business introduced that seeing an alum coaching at their Alma Mater allows an 

opportunity to share a passion for wrestling within that community. Through a perspective on 

wrestling and its diversity of race, specifically regarding females, as an added component of 

expanding youth wrestling program, signifying as a place for females to feel comfortable 

wrestling and competing, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will continue to increase its 

female program participation. (The Ohio State University & Fisher College of Business, 

2020). Proudly, Team Green is known as the first youth wrestling program at inception in the 

Wabash Valley to welcome females into the sport to compete. Furthermore, female wrestling 

will be an anchor as an added value in the program. With this unique opportunity that Team 

Green has offered, Scott and Missy have provided a cutting-edge program, therefore 

developing new program services represents their program background passion as a success 

and further potential toward breaking boundaries. 

Problem Statement 

   Team Green youth wrestling program offers ages four to eighteen in pre-k through 

twelfth grade, in Vigo County, West Terre Haute, Indiana, a youth wrestling program to 

encourage increased wrestling interest and confidence. Team Green has identified a 60% 

decrease in wrestling interest within their program participation. After recognizing this issue, 

through comparing 2019 and 2020 program participant member participation, as depicted in 

figure 1, Team Green contacted local youth programs and high school coaches to see if they 

are experiencing similar results. Statistics in these Wabash Valley programs show that 50% 

of youth wrestlers in the four-county area encompassing Vigo, Vermillion, Parke, and Clay 

counties are working below their wrestling participation potential. Additionally, “Wabash 

Valley high school wrestling programs are 75% below their youth wrestling program 

participants' potential” (Rohrbach ,2020). These staggering statistics alert a crucial attempt to 

garner new interest and embrace current participation in the Wabash Valley. 
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FIGURE 1 PROGRAM PARTICIPATION OUTCOME. 

Problem Solving Approach 

  Team Green will address the identified problem statement by implementing a new 

program method of open membership and new program services to build increased wrestling 

interest, program participation, self-confidence, and leadership skills.  
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Wrestling Interest 

Through implementation of Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program service, 

Wabash Valley area high school district programs can expect to see a 30% increase in 

wrestling interest.  

Program Participation  

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs (McLeod, 2020) will be utilized for Team Green to 

identify need to increase program participants. Through brainstorming and following this 

model, Team Green will identify its problem statement and recognize expansion by way of 

the two new program services.  

Though the current COVID-19 pandemic affecting the community and potential youth 

wrestler participants within Team Green's target area, the intention is to kick off in May 

2021.  Team Green is aware of COVID-19 risks and will monitor and evaluate COVID-19 

techniques to prevent and control the spread. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat adjust 

strategies as appropriate. (Coronavirus Disease 2019, 2020).  By following the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention guidelines and rules of their checklist and monitoring K-12 

schools resource guidance, Team Green will wear masks, understand the mixing between 

groups, integrate safe and effective cleaning and disinfection, provide prevention messaging, 

and ensure social distancing to reach satisfactory protocol expected by the Centers for 

Disease Control (2020). 

Motivation 

      Team Green’s Middle of the Mat basic need is for youth to recognize physical activity 

will be the quality asset that motivates Team Green’s Middle of the Mat to provide services 

once that level is understood, the next level is to determine what motivates the youth. 

(Mcleod, 2020). Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize the five-stage model for 

program participants' motivation, meet basic needs before competitive desires, provide 
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flexible guidance to meet individual circumstances, and simultaneously provide motivation 

and behavior direction. 

 

FIGURE 2 MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS. (MCLEOD, 2020). 

Furthermore, to achieve motivational success, Team Green will utilize the resource of 

Team USA Wrestling's (2020) introduction of “The Secret Sauce” To A Successful Wrestling 

Program. Team Green's will ask itself, "Are there things you are doing or not doing that are 

hampering the program's ability to be successful? Are there opportunities to lead that are not 

currently taking place? Are you leading by example? Are the right people on board? Do some 

people need to get off-board? Are there conversations with athletes, the coaching staff, 

parents, administrators that need to take place? And lastly, is the leader of the program 
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willing to ask for help (from other coaches, leaders on the team, mentors)?" (Krumrie, 2019). 

Though the secret sauce is not an easy recipe, it takes an open mind and approach to identify 

what is needed to successfully build a program, which Team Green is ready to implement. 

Self-Confidence 

 Confidence encouragement for youth participants will include a Wrestling Bridge 

Leadership service. This will help youth grow their leadership potential by participating in 

two, twelve-week opportunities, twice a week, including wrestling technique and leadership 

sessions. The first twelve-week session will include a pre-assessment to gauge program 

participants' information and responses to Team Green’s Middle of the Mat's pertinent 

questions to reach designated program service success. This will be recognized as their 

deficiency needs, which Team Green has incorporated using Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 

(McLeod, 2020). Through the Wrestling Bridge Leadership service, Team Green expects a 

20% increase in each child's self-confidence and leadership skills. This will be demonstrated 

by each youth through individual performance participation, learned wrestling technique, 

volunteering to assist fellow wrestlers in their group, and overall individual performance 

advancement. The second 12-week session measures their understanding of their leadership 

strengths. At the time of completion, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will provide a post-

assessment to measure each child's increased self-confidence. Team Green expects to see a 

20% increase in each child's leadership skills. Through these comparison methods, Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat will provide each youth the opportunity to climb the levels of the 

hierarchy to reach being the best they can be confident. 

Leadership Skills  

With a new target audience, Team Green's youth wrestling program will meet and 

exceed program goals of encouraging self-confidence and leadership skills toward confident 

and productive future leaders while reintroducing the sport of wrestling. Team Green 
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program participants will receive a completion certificate to recognize their participation in 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program regardless of their pre-and post-assessment results. 

This will contribute to their self-confidence and accomplishment in their growth goal 25% 

increase in leadership skills. 

 

FIGURE 3 TEAM GREEN CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION. 

Literature Review 

 Team Green will continue to provide necessary program attributes of character, 

leadership, and partnership as their previous program focus in the past twenty years has 

served them well and held in high regard since its inception. Furthermore, a literature review 

has been incorporated to provide Team Green a reminder of what represents their program 

work to reach desired program outcomes within the new program services moving forward in 

2021. 
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Character 

Student Athlete Program (2020) by Character Development & Leadership created by 

Joe Hoedel, has served as the president of Character Development & Leadership.  He 

developed two national programs that improve secondary students' character and leadership, 

created the first program of evidence-based classroom curriculum, and the app-based 

Student-Athlete Program targeted toward high schools. His Student-Athlete Program is a 

supplementary asset for Team Green to incorporate the lessons to encompass its two 

programs of Middle of the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Leadership. Team Green will develop 

character and leadership into daily lessons while coaching the youth, which will provide a 

program-wide message woven into each youth outcome.  

Leadership 

 According to Gardner, Snyder, and Zuguy (2019), Youth Hub's grassroot 

neighborhood-based vision in Boston, Massachusetts, used participatory action research to 

build youth voices, cultivate leadership, and promote change. "Developing young leaders and 

improving youth outcomes by Youth Hub combines training and hands-on experience in 

community organizing, civic engagement, participatory action research, innovation methods, 

data analysis, career exploration, and soft skill development to equip young people for 

personal success and as leaders in transforming their communities." (Gardner, Snyder, 

Zuguy, 2019). Their logical youth-driven model influences sustained change on issues that 

affect youth, identifying numerous ideas toward an approach that would identify the barriers 

contributing to low youth employment rates of neighborhood goals and facilitate local 

collaboration and innovation around job skills workshops and internships. The researchers are 

experts in the issue at hand because they live it. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat recognizes 

Youth Hub as a program approach of success, which has led to inspiration toward its 

potential program curriculum. 
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Partnership 

 According to Collaboration Roadmap: Resources for Building Strategic Nonprofit 

Partnerships by Foundation Center Northeast (2017), a panel discussion around specific 

resources for Nonprofit Management helps connect nonprofits to prospective partners. 

Allowing practical information for organizations provides thoughts and leadership guidance 

to build partnerships. With each respective panelist sharing their embarking on building 

leadership, a roadmap for learning with ease is introduced. This partnership guidance 

resource will guide Team Green to identify a roadmap of potential partnership support. 

Through partnerships, Team Green will garner funding support, encouragement support, 

program resource backing, and community awareness. 

Keys to Success 

Attributes 

Admittedly, Team Green has discovered many keys to its success by way of luck but 

most importantly, by its determination, skill, passion, and discipline. Though Team Green did 

not identify these keys prior to its determined values, Team Green now recognizes these as 

their attributes. Incorporating these recognizable means along with character, leadership, and 

partnership into the curriculum of the new program services will allow Team Green’s Middle 

of the Mat will follow a process of working with each youth intently. Providing the already 

dedication and concern for youth, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will gauge each youths 

wrestling interest and personal attributes by conducting an initial assessment. This will 

specifically identify what skill level, self-confidence level, and leadership skills each youth 

represents prior to program participation.  
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Assessment Introduction 

Three assessments will be conducted within the course of program participation by 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat. The pre-assessment will fulfill the desirable added value of 

ensuring Team Green’s Middle of the Mat coaching staff assists each youth with 

compatibility. "Being in charge of a group or project, a student learns how to rely on 

themselves and their abilities, instead of someone else. This dramatically increases maturity 

and creates a healthy competitive nature, which is vital in a strong leader. Leadership is a 

quality that is necessary in the real world when one finally enters the workforce. Students 

having this experience in leading others and overseeing students are better prepared for real-

world work experiences in college and future jobs. Leadership experience is also effective in 

increasing a student's self-confidence." (Glasgow Wrestling Academy, 2019). Utilizing this 

advice, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will incorporate assessment results and open 

communication to not only allow a thorough collection of findings to reach statistical analysis 

but as rapport building development between the youth and Team Green’s Middle of the Mat 

coaching staff. 

This designed assessment tool will provide a baseline as a recognizable common 

understanding and what expectations can be achieved before beginning their first twelve-

week session, if progress is being made after the first twelve-week session, and post 

participation of second twelve-week session. Team Green will ensure it is consistent in 

following its designated keys to success, stay informed on long term goals, and continually 

build the strength Team Green needs to implement new program services. 

The assessments will provide a bird’s eye view for coaches and program participants 

alike to identify the youth’s personal goals and objectives, progression achievement, and 

accomplished outcomes. Each assessment will be discussed individually with the program 

participant, age-appropriately approach, and their respective parent, which will provide an 
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overall understanding of what the program offerings will provide for each individual youth 

added value of positive guidance and self-confidence.  Furthermore, Team Green recognizes 

confidence understanding through Pflug’s (2020) The 8 Components of True Inner 

Confidence as depicted in figure 4, will ensure youth are introduced to components that  will 

serve as program core values. These core values support Team Green’s Middle of the Mat 

program focus toward assisting youth to be successful from program participation. 

 

FIGURE 4 THE 8 COMPONENTS OF TRUE INNER CONFIDENCE. (PFLUG'S, 2020). 
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Through this article, pillars of lasting self-confidence describe each person has: 

• Their own imperfections 

• Different outlooks 

• Are imperfectly perfect. 

• Realization happiness is a priority. 

• Celebrating small accomplishments. 

• Surrounded by uplifting people. 

• Set achievable goals. 

• Don’t compare one’s life with another’s. 

• Persistence will allow success. 

• Identifying body language will build self-esteem. 

• Avoiding fear of failure will be a tool rather than an ailment. 

• Participating in fundamental activities will boost energy levels.  

These components provide an achievable self-confidence approach Team Green can provide 

without incident as it contributes to the foundational fundamentals Team Green’s Middle of 

the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Leadership aim to achieve. 

It is the intent of the assessment question design to achieve the beginning of a long-

lasting relationship for all youth entering the Middle of The Mat and the Wrestling Bridge 

Leadership program services. As Pflug (2020) explains, “Now that you can see that there are 

many components, it confirmed that everything is inside of you and that you “just” need to 

take it out!  So, ‘To be Self-confident’ means that we trust ourselves and our abilities. It’s 

about accepting who we really are, embracing it and feeling comfortable in our own skin. It 

doesn’t mean that we will succeed in everything we do! It means that we will be okay no 

matter what!” (Pflug, 2020, “What is self-confidence?” para. 5). Team Green’s Middle of the 
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Mat program services will discover the inner confidence each youth carries inside of them 

that will forever transform their life, including character, confidence, discipline, work ethic, 

and mental toughness. 

Team Green Assessment 

Below is an assessment questionnaire that is required at time of membership 

enrollment before participation in Team Green’s Middle of the Mat first, twelve-week 

session, after the first twelve-week session and post second twelve-week assessment session. 

All responses will remain confidential and each participant, and their parent or guardian, will 

meet face-to-face with a coaching staff member to review the collected answers. Each 

participant has the right to decide if the information requested is appropriate and may stop 

answering questions at any time. Each of the following questions answered will not prevent 

membership for the child. Any comments are appreciated but will not be included in the 

collection of the data through the questionnaire results. The following definitions have been 

identified to provide clarification: 

● Wrestling experience is defined as how many years of experience participating in a 

youth wrestling program. 

● Self-confidence is defined as openly having self-assurance of abilities. 

● Leadership skills are defined as being a guide or influence to lead others. 

● Wrestling and leadership sessions represent a twelve-week opportunity to practice the 

sport of wrestling, increase self-confidence, and leadership skills. 

Child’s name__________________________________ Today’s date___________________ 

1. Please circle which grade you currently are enrolled in? 

Elementary: Pre-K   Kindergarten   1st   2nd   3rd   4th   5th 

Middle School:  6th  7th  8th 
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High School: 9th  10th  11th  12th 

2. What is your age? 

_______________________ 

3. Do you have a wrestling interest? Please choose one option. 

  Strongly Agree��      Agree��      Disagree��      Strongly Disagree��

4. How many years of wrestling experience do you have? Please choose one option. 

❏ No experience 

❏ 1-3 years 

❏ 4-6 years 

❏ 7-9 years 

❏ 10-12years 

5. Do you like to help someone with a problem? Please choose one option. 

  Strongly Agree��      Agree��      Disagree��      Strongly Disagree��

6. How do you feel today? Please choose one option. 

  Mad��      Sad��      Okay��      Happy��

7. What activity do you like to do to make yourself happy? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

8. Have you participated in any of the following sports? Check all that apply. 

 Track & Field��     Tumbling��    Dance���    Cheerleading��    Basketball��    Football��

 Soccer ��   Softball��    Baseball��    Golf ��   Volleyball��     Tennis��    Cross Country��

Thank you for taking the assessment questionnaire for the Team Green wrestling 

program. Please return your completed questionnaire to the coaching staff at which time the 
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questionnaire data will be reviewed with you and your parent. If you have any questions or 

comments please feel free to ask the coaching staff. 

Expectation of Outcomes 

Assessments 

Through the assessment questionnaire process, not only will data be collected but 

valuable information to identify each youth uniquely will be secured. Through an evaluation 

of Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program assessment questionnaire process, program 

outcomes will be met continual basis.  

Relationships 

To ensure positive change will be achieved, a relationship with Team Green and 

youth will be cultivated. Providing a safe environment for youth to learn the relationship 

experience, develop self-confidence and leadership skills, youth will experience support by 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Program to be a successful 

community leader during each interaction. 

Reevaluation  

Positive leadership lessons help prepare youth for future endeavors, including activity 

experiences and focus on self-confidence, self-efficacy, self-worth, ethical, emotional, 

physical, and cognitive growth. To ensure this is achieved, the program participant youth will 

be reevaluated after both the first and second twelve-week sessions are completed. 

Compilation of results will show how each wrestler has performed within the sessions to 

achieve success. Near and dear to Team Green’s heart is John Wooden's teachings through 

his specific course of The Pyramid of Success (2021).  (See Figure 5). “Success is peace of 

mind attained only through self-satisfaction in knowing you made the effort to do the best of 

which you’re capable.” (Wooden, 2021). With John Wooden’s roadmap to successful 
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behaviors, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat success will be built upon the following 

foundation principals: 

• Maintaining a youth program using wrestling as a vehicle to teach youth how to strive 

for success in all aspects of life, develop their character, confidence, discipline, work 

ethic, and mental toughness to be a successful leader with strong leadership skills. 

This will be measured after each twelve-week session utilizing an assessment 

approach. 

• Offering development guidance of being a team player academically, socially, and 

personally creates individual personal foundations for their future endeavors. 

• Competitive pricing and flexible training opportunities utilize each Wabash Valley 

school district to achieve a cohesive relationship. 

• They are leveraging community support to cultivate a comprehensive program and 

creating a vision of providing a unique opportunity for youth to develop a competitive 

spirit. 

• Partnerships to garner support and assistance to provide scholarships and funding so 

that each youth has the opportunity to participate regardless of their financial 

situation. 
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FIGURE 5 THE PYRAMID OF SUCCESS. (WOODEN, 2021). 

 These objectives derive the success that Team Green intends to continually provide 

for youth program participants to achieve recognizable attributes, as John Wooden has 

identified in The Pyramid of Success. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will cheer for each 

youth program participant through challenges and successes to show the added-value of 

passion they take pride in offering. 

Program and Services 

Mission Statement 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat provides youth an opportunity to experience a 

wrestling program to develop increased wrestling interest, program participation and self-

confidence while receiving guidance and mentorship to build personal leadership skills to be 

a successful community leader. 
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Program Focus 

Coaching Staff 

 Each youth participant will learn at a different pace; therefore, Team Green’s Middle 

of the Mat will incorporate a level one curriculum for each youth to enhance their 

competitive spirit and training experiences individually through program services. The 

coaching staff will teach athletes how to strive for success in all aspects of wrestling by 

teaching discipline, work ethic, and mental toughness on and off the wrestling mat. A 

discovered component of providing mentorship guidance coaching for youth wrestlers both in 

a group and one-on-one instruction setting allows an understanding of being a team player is 

an asset. However, through this past mission, Team Green recognizes participation and 

commitment had decreased significantly throughout the previous years and within the 

surrounding counties by way of knowledge through local relationships. Team Green sees 

these observations as a need to adjust the program services by expanding the youth wrestling 

program.  

Within Team Green’s Middle of the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Leadership programs, 

coaching staff will serve as mentors for the youth. Team Green understands this commitment 

responsibility is a risk initiative toward embedding practical leadership principles of 

motivating, inspiring, supporting personal mastery and self-awareness. Confidently, Team 

Green will be providing coaching staff appropriate program service support through Team 

USA Wrestling (2020) coaching resources and trainings that will garner youth growth 

mindset and the sport of wrestling. As youth mentorship guidance is provided, Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat will be a successful program outcome tool. Through The Ohio State 

University & Fisher College of Business (2020) Team Green’s Middle of the Mat’s coaching 

staff can identify the same importance understanding of utilizing several methods they 

introduced, especially the opportunity to drive others as this is necessary to be impactful 
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leaders. Team Green also recognizes that offering a mentorship program may not always lead 

to positive outcomes of being impactful, consequently, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat and 

Wrestling Bridge Leadership can experience a decline in program outcomes. Therefore, The 

Ohio University & Fisher College of Business (2020) recommends avoiding this pitfall by 

ensuring coaching staff are ensuring strong leadership, being a role model and providing 

communication effectively. In doing so, coaching staff are demonstrating leadership and their 

own self-confidence, which will contribute to the growth mindset necessary for Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Leadership programs to provide each youth. 

An example of Team USA Wrestling’s (2020) coaching curriculum that will adopt by Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat is as follows: 

Coaches Apprentice Program 

Objective: To provide an opportunity for Team Green, in tandem with Team USA Wrestling, 

to provide potential coaching staff an opportunity to gain experience and professional growth 

via a field experience to serve as a youth wrestling coach for Team Green’s Middle of the 

Mat program.   

Details of the program:  

I. Team Green Head Coach, Scott Rohrbach and Assistant Coach, Brian Otte, will 

provide the Coaches Apprentice Program. The cost of the program will be no cost to 

the Apprentice Coaches. 

II. Apprentice Coaches must have wrestling experience and/or coaching experience prior 

to being on Team Green’s coaching staff. This will assist in completing the Coaches 

Apprentice Program curriculum requirements with confidence and success. 

IV. Apprentice Coaches will participate in a four-week field experience within Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat program under coaches Scott and Brian. Apprentice 

Coaches will be required to turn in a log of their experience. 
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III. Apprentice Coaches must apply their curriculum experience learning outcomes after 

the four-week field experience in a wrestling technique one-on-one session with 

coaches Scott and Brian. Additionally, Apprentice Coaches must successfully receive 

their coaching release approval by Team Green’s Head Coach Scott to be considered 

to have passed the Coaches Apprentice Program and to be selected for the coaching 

staff. 

IV. Application process: 

1. Contact Head Coach Scott Rohrbach for participation approval. 

2. Designate the desired time to begin to serve in the Coaches Apprentice Program., 

as Team Green provides this as an ongoing open enrollment. 

3. Final approval of Apprentice Coach participants will be determined by Head Coach 

Scott Rohrbach. 

V. If selected as a coaching staff member, coaches will be an official member of Team 

USA Wrestling (2020) and Team Green. Coaches will be included in all events and 

activities associated with Team Green, which includes a coaching pass for all Team 

Green’s coaching events, allow in the coaching corner of the mat during competitions.  

Middle of the Mat 

 Team Green will open the enrollment of services within multiple county communities 

that are missing the opportunity of guiding youth into the sport of wrestling. According to the 

statistics in these Wabash Valley programs, 50% of youth wrestlers in the four-county area 

encompassing Vigo, Vermillion, Parke, and Clay counties are working below their wrestling 

participation potential. In the past, programs were developed by head coaches in these 

counties. However, head coach turnover has dissolved all but three original programs. Also, 

middle schools do not have sanctioned wrestling programs in the Wabash Valley to provide 

an additional avenue for youth wrestling. These two factors contribute to a missed 
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opportunity to keep youth active in an individual developmental program. Because of these 

factors, a gap in encouraging youth wrestling athletes has declined and an overall contributor 

to the lack of area high schools seeing a decrease in teen participation in their respective 

programs, creating low participation program numbers.  

Middle of the Mat will expand Team Green’s foundation target audience including 

new competitive athletes from local high schools with the help of experienced coaches. This 

approach will secure school corporation partnership support of youth that would meet and 

exceed an increased youth wrestling interest.   

Wrestling Bridge Leadership 

 A secondary component service provided to the youth will be a Wrestling Bridge 

Leadership service. This will provide an opportunity to build self-confidence and leadership 

skills toward a better life. “Confidence is truly the foundation of a leader. To successfully 

lead, one must believe in themselves and what they are capable of. When put into a 

leadership role, a student will quickly realize that to make others believe them and follow 

their lead; they must first believe in themselves. It is much easier to trust someone who 

exudes confidence in what they are saying and doing. By becoming a leader, a student will 

grow into this concept more and more." (Glasgow Wrestling Academy, 2019). This guided 

service will develop relationships with coaches, develop character, self-confidence, 

discipline, work ethic, mental toughness, and self-worth.  

Under this one-on-one approach, personal development of becoming a team player, 

cultivating leadership skills, and building personal desire toward a foundation for their 

success, will develop youth accountability and lead to their academic, social, and personal 

growth exponentially. Youth in the community would be led to build:  

• Superb character 
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• Encouraged to attend school. 

• Be more connected to school, report high grades. 

• Experience better overall health. 

• Graduate high school, attend post-secondary school, pursue a career. 

• Cultivate into a respectable future community leader.  

All the characteristics mentioned above attribute uniquely to that of Team Green’s Middle of 

the Mat and can add value to its expansion to meeting youth needs in the Wabash Valley. 

 

FIGURE 6 MIDDLE OF THE MAT & WRESTLING BRIDGE LEADERSHIP FLYER. 
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Program Activities 

Curriculum 

 Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program curriculum, found in figure 7, will follow 

the Team USA Wrestling (2020) level one curriculum. This will be taught in joint effort by 

Head Coach Scott Rohrbach, Assistant Coach Brian Otte, Youth Coach Richard Buchanan, 

Youth Assistant Annalyse Dooley, Assistant Coach & Mentor Seth Rohrbach. The Folkstyle 

Level 1 Curriculum provided by Team USA Wrestling (2020) includes wrestling positions, 

offense, and Referee’s Position, all required elements of a wrestler to incorporate within the 

sport of wrestling. This curriculum will be provided in both twelve-week sessions provided 

by Team Green’s Middle of the Mat. (See Figure 7). 
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FIGURE 7 FOLKSTYLE LEVEL 1 CURRICULUM. (TEAM USA WRESTLING, 2020). 

Games 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat intends to implement team value, which can be 

explained by Bill Belichick’s quote from The 9 Best Leadership Games for Skill 

Development (2018), “On a team, it’s not the strength of the individual players, but it is the 
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strength of the unity and how they all function together” (Landau, 2018). Such activities to 

incorporate Team Green’s new unit team approach will focus on youth leadership and unity 

through The 9 Best Leadership Games for Skill Development (Landau, 2018). Landau (2018) 

recommends leadership games that contribute to increased team member leadership skills and 

are summarized in the following points of interest: 

1. Pass the Hoop-group circle and hold hands while passing a hula hoop without 

breaking the circle. This task allows teamwork problem solving as well as 

communication. 

2. Maneuver the Minefield-group blindfolds one person at a time and leads them through 

a mini obstacle course, a minefield. This game allows defining words to direct a 

person and leading without incident through communication and bonding. 

3. Stand Up-two people sit on the floor, facing each other. Place feet together and hold 

hands and try to stand with each other’s help. Trustworthy teamwork for the 

collaboration win! 

4. Improv Night-group performance with an “audience” to shout out a situation with 

silly thoughts; shout out a location, profession, and a situation. This game allows 

practicing team bonding, self-awareness, and self-confidence to develop a better 

listener and provoking thinking.  

5. Desert Island-identify items would each person take on an island to survive, only 

choosing five items. Through this game, interaction, planning, and risk-taking through 

communication are practiced. 

6. Shape Shifting-using a rope tied at both ends into a loop, allows everyone to hold the 

rope within a circle. The game is to make a shape and puts it on the floor. They cannot 

communicate verbally, which will build communication through a nonverbal 

experience.  
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7. Leadership Crest-each group member designs a crest that represents their values, 

beliefs, and what leadership quality they practice. Share to see who can be paired 

together to see similarities.  

8. You’re a Poet, and You Didn’t Know It-each team member picks an action word that 

they can explain from their five senses. Share with the group. The discussion will rise 

over shared ideas.  

9. Leaders You Love-break into small groups and discuss a leader they love. Everyone 

gets a chance to share, and the group will learn what leadership means to them while 

developing group bonding of the team. 

Program Goals and Objectives 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat has several goals that will promote a successful 

program expansion. The Ultimate Guide to Writing a Nonprofit Business Plan by Ibrisevic, 

(2017) provides a perspective of understanding how to identify what previous objectives 

goals have served Team Green well and what can help them build their Middle of the Mat 

expansion. Team Green has created notoriety of a commendable youth program. A new level 

of support and appreciation will be instilled into youth through a competitive spirit and inner 

self-worth within its expansion.  Youth will understand that the challenges are well worth the 

rewards. As Team Green expands, their foundation will be reinforced with objectives to 

achieve as being a youth program using wrestling as a vehicle to teach youth how to strive for 

success in all aspects of life, develop their character, confidence, discipline, work ethic, and 

mental toughness to be a successful leader with strong leadership skills. 

A second goal of implementing a Wrestling Bridge Leadership service that will meet 

the missed opportunity to guide youth within the program on the mat and toward developing 

being a team player academically, socially, personally is essential. This will build leadership 
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skills and a strong personal foundation for the youth’s future endeavors. Both goals set by 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will contribute to developing strong character, feeling more 

connected to school, reporting higher grades, experiencing better overall health, graduating 

high school, attending post-secondary school, and pursuing a career. With these developed 

attributes, youth will cultivate into respectable future community leaders.  

Achieving these goals and objectives by Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will offer a 

cutting-edge experience for youth in the Wabash Valley. Through the years of Team Green's 

existence, a standard program offering follows that of serving youth Folkstyle wrestling skills 

in a positive environment. To keep interest, Team Green teaches fundamental wrestling skills 

and techniques through matchlike activities and games. According to American Sport 

Education Program (2007), this approach is an authoritative teaching asset in guiding youth. 

Through this validation, Team Green will keep its foundation program services through 

support its mission, goals, and objectives in the following framework:   

• Provide wrestling program to youth, ages 4-18 years of age in grades Pre-K thru 12th 

grade, of any identified gender representation. 

• Reach all youth, whether they have previous experience within the Wabash Valley 

county area's parameters, to provide an opportunity to participate. 

• Allow all youth within the Wabash Valley county area's parameters to participate 

regardless of financial situation utilizing community resources, partnerships, and 

grants. Though not an inclusive list, those to be utilized will be The Wabash Valley 

Community Foundation, The Helping Hands, and Court Appointed Special Advocate 

Kids.  

• Provide a safe and positive environment conducive to youth needs.  

• Allow youth to experience other physical education experiences related to wrestling 

while participating in the program. 
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• Continue to build youth membership to keep a running cycle of participation outside 

of the two twelve-week session parameters. 

• Create and maintain relationships with community high school wrestling coaches, 

athletic directors, principals of each grade level school and community businesses and 

community members. 

• Create a relationship with families of youth to allow a comradery of spirit and 

parent/guardian support. 

• Encourage youth to participate in any physical education activities outside of the 

program to continue their growth separate from Team Green program services. 

• Develop a sustainable program to allow relationships with other sports to deliver a 

community relationship for youth to see support. 

• Team Green will deliver customer support to allow youth, parents, and community 

partnerships with businesses and community members to feel welcome, including an 

open-door policy. 

• Continued youth support in the classroom will include communication with teachers 

and parents to achieve graduation and post-secondary education to be successful 

community leaders. 

• Encourage school districts within the Wabash Valley area to build relationships as 

each has a common goal of encouraging youth wrestling to achieve self-confidence. 

• Team Green will reevaluate its procedures and policies continually to provide a 

cutting-edge youth program at all times. 

Team Green demonstrates its program goals and objectives through figure 8 below. 

As depicted, Middle of the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Leadership programs identify its 

mission, vision, expansion, objectives, and missed opportunities to achieve their success. 
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Team Green intends to continue to cultivate as a well-rounded opportunity for youth success 

on and off the wrestling mat. 

 

FIGURE 8 TEAM GREEN PROGRAM GOALS & OBJECTIVES. 
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Program Philosophy 

 Team Green’s Middle of the Mat intends to ensure youth within the program are 

represented and recognized to encourage their success now and beyond their youth wrestling 

program experience. To achieve this, Team Green personnel and coaching staff will build 

relationships with the wrestlers through the practice of wrestling, provide encouragement, 

and unconditional support. This will also allow the Wrestling Bridge Leadership service to 

cultivate into a well-rounded opportunity to ensure youth will be successful on and off the 

wrestling mat. 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will provide dedication to participating youth 

wrestlers so that a full experience of attributes will be developed such as a training 

experience, development of superb character, desire to attend school, feel more connected to 

school, report high grades, experience better overall health, achieve graduating high school, 

attend post-secondary school, pursue a career, and cultivate into a respectable future 

community leader. With this approach, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will achieve its 

mission and goals to provide youth in the Wabash Valley with a wrestling program needed to 

improve an overall sporting experience that an overwhelming amount of youth deserves.  

The program philosophy for Team Green’s Middle of the Mat also identifies the 

contribution of ensuring program development. This will design a value-added approach of 

ensuring youth receiving a theoretical understanding that "many activities offer leadership 

development, without the person realizing they are engaged in learning how to be a leader." 

(Craig, 2020). As Team Green offers training, self-confidence, and leadership skills, youth 

will benefit from positive psychology, including newfound strengths, values, self-worth, 

compassion, excitement, and growth.  
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Vision and Values 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program philosophy leads its attention to six 

attributes that support their vision and values: passion for participants, integrity, excellence, 

leadership, innovation, and teamwork. Utilizing these core viewpoints will increase Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat focus on each youth’s success while maintaining program success. 

(See Figure 9).

 

FIGURE 9 TEAM GREEN VISION & VALUES. 
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           To reach the youth to build membership in Team Green’s Middle of the Mat, school 

districts and the community will need to be contacted through marketing. Allowing this 

approach will develop an opportunity to establish a common thread among contributors to 

support the community of youth. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will cultivate a 

comprehensive program by garnering support and creating a vision that will develop into an 

overall goal of providing a unique opportunity for youth to develop a competitive spirit and 

training experience. With these factors, competitive advantage will be seen as a successful 

program that targets all youth without gender or economic status. 

Marketing Plan  

Over the past twenty years, and through an effortless approach, Team Green’s Middle 

of the Mat has been able to rely on their community and targeted school district of school 

leaders to reach their program participant numbers. Due to the declining wrestling interest 

that has recently affected the program in 2020, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will 

implement tools to assist with recruiting new wrestlers and building the program's profile. 

Utilizing Team USA Wrestling (2020) Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will provide 

resource materials. Each resource material will reach the target audience to build the sport of 

wrestling for Team Green. (Team USA Wrestling, 2020). These resources will allow minimal 

cost and quick turnaround time for immediate recruiting for Team Green's marketing plan. 

Team Green has prepared by utilizing the Developing a Marketing Plan, The U.S. Small 

Business (2020), resources in addition to Team USA Wrestling (2020). This will ensure 

Team Green’s program is wisely and appropriately promoted.  

As the 2020-2021 wrestling season is in full swing, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat 

intends to begin marketing in March, which will meet the participation in their respective 

school district program facilities by Team Green. According to Scott Rohrbach, he 
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recommends "A full go of getting the word out and introducing the program as a fun-filled 

program for the future season of 2021-2022 that will be seen as more than an athletic team, 

but a time in which youth can practice their 'moves' to be a better athlete and begin learning 

confidence and leadership is what builds character. During the summer months of 2021, 

Team Green can kick-off expansion with excitement and be a step ahead of the season 

schedule." (Rohrbach, 2020). Team Green will incorporate an inviting marketing approach 

such as: 

• Colorful flyers 

• Posters 

• Brochures 

• Information assembly introduction of the program in area elementary and high 

schools. 

• Open House to provide a visual presentation of a desirable program. 

• Meet and greet at each of the three current program sessions. 

A trend will begin to be developed to grow the development of an expanded youth 

wrestling program that is desirable but impactful to cultivate youth into leaders. Team 

Green's Middle of the Mat poster and brochure are designed as follows. (See Figure 10 & 

11).  
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FIGURE 10 YOUTH WRESTLING OPPORTUNITY POSTER. 
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FIGURE 11 TEAM GREEN BROCHURE. 
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Target Audience  

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will target all youth ages four through eighteen, pre-

kindergarten through twelfth grade, within four school districts that make up the Wabash 

Valley area: Clay Community Schools, South Vermillion Community School Corporation, 

North Central Parke Community School Corporation, and Vigo County School Corporation. 

According to Parents Guide to Youth Wrestling by Team USA Wrestling (2020), a specific 

breakdown of how wrestling differs from more popular organized sports. Competitors come 

in all shapes and sizes includes ordinary people with an extraordinary competitive drive. If a 

youth is denied an opportunity to participate in wrestling until high school, their chance of 

success is dramatically reduced. "A great high school athlete with little or no wrestling 

experience has little or no chance against an eight or 10-year veteran. Some kids can close 

this gap by their last year of high school, but like most sports, these days, starting younger 

seems to be the norm." (Campbell, 2020). Campbell (2020) references a plethora of guidance 

at the club level including kids can enter wrestling as young as four or five years of age.   

Identifiers 

Identifying the designated target audience by Team Green of school corporations is 

intended to reach a conducive outreach within the Wabash Valley area allowing the 

development of future competitive experiences that will be supportive of high school 

wrestling programs. The Indiana Department of Education (2021) website resource identifies 

performance, progress, and exact demographics for each school district identified. Through 

this resource, eye opening data is provided for Team Green’s Middle of the Mat to secure the 

target audience.  Additionally, these statistics identify the enrollment for each school district, 

athletic programs provided, competitive events, and athletic achievement statistics, which is 

crucial for Team Green to be knowledgeable about each respective school served. The 

following information has been found about assisting Team Green’s Middle of the Mat to 
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successfully reach the four most important identifiable factors that are required of youth to be 

eligible to participate in Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program, age group, grade level, 

and enrollment numbers for each school. The following information serves Team Green with 

the constituency data needed at this time: 

• Age-School districts collectively serve-4 through 18 years old. 

• Grade-School districts collectively Pre-kindergarten through twelfth grade. 

• County: 

o Clay 

o Parke 

o Vermillion 

o Vigo 

• School district: 

o Clay Community Schools-4,125 students. 

o South Vermillion Community School Corporation-1,811 students. 

o North Central Parke Community School Corporation-336 students. 

o Vigo County School Corporation-15,971 students. 

With this target audience market of youth, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat intends to 

impact more than 100 youth to begin the two new program services within an already 

sustainable program. Team Green will incorporate the identifiers within the target audience to 

develop a marketing plan to ensure that all youth are aware of the youth wrestling program 

opportunity. In doing so, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will create a movement towards 

wrestling coming back without vengeance in the Wabash Valley area beginning kickoff in 

May 2021. 
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FIGURE 12 TARGET AUDIENCE IDENTIFIERS. 

Market Research 

 Historically, "Marketing is a topic of growing interest to nonprofit organization 

managers as their organizations confront new, complex marketplace problems." (Kotler, 

1979). Team Green realizes that a continual marketing plan will be necessary and recognizes 

that marketing has served the test of time as an asset. Team Green intends to apply a 

marketing effort to reach youth within school districts that make up the Wabash Valley area. 

Through research, Team Green has identified a sound and thorough approach is needed to 

initiate communication and recruitment.  
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 Secondary research identified a different approach to "find and target a specific 

audience that responds to their mission. By marketing to that specific audience over time, 

they learned how to better connect with them." (Ibele, 2020). Team Green now realizes those 

who do not understand, or support wrestling can better understand utilizing an online 

program introduction through an advertisement option, which will build community support 

and awareness.  Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize marketing campaigns toward 

parents and youth, the target audiences through online advertisement. Team Green’s Middle 

of the Mat expects online advertisement to be an additional marketing plan that will increase 

program participant participation. Team Green understands to grow its nonprofit base online, 

and the digital space, marketing research finding show it is important to utilize this outlet to 

energize donors. Providing a nonprofit marketing plan can explode by using moving pieces 

with a digital campaign. (Kunkel, 2017). 

 Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will dedicate its attention to this marketing outlet by 

designating Missy Rohrbach to focus on social media. Technology advances identify youth as 

gravitating toward new programs and utilize digital devices. (Knorr, 2014). Garnering youth 

through social media outlet will secure Team Green’s Middle of the Mat specifically utilizing 

Facebook and Twitter to achieve the online advertisement's marketing plan section. "What 

you can do? Advertisers know that the earlier a child learns about a brand, the more likely 

they will be to buy it later (or beg their parents to buy it). And children under 7 can't tell the 

difference between advertising and entertainment." (Knorr, 2014). Therefore, Team Green 

will develop its marketing outreach through this outlet.  

Online Advertisement 

Marketing by Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will include online advertisement 

through Facebook and Twitter. Each of these social media outlets will allow program 

information, program success and program updates to be easily shared. Additionally, this is a 
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convenient outlet for Team Green to easily complete marketing for the program. To bring 

diversity of fresh perspectives and interpretations of the challenges the world faces can  

suggest enthusiasm and new energy. Youth are native speakers of the global language of this 

decade; they are the most tech-savvy, digitally enabled, and media-driven generation of all 

time. (Costa, 2020).  For the safety of the children, parents will be provided a Media Release 

Form to give permission usage of their child’s picture on these social media outlets and other 

marketing material. (See Appendix A). 

Providing online advertisement will be Team Green’s Middle of the Mat number one 

communication tool for news and program updates. Though Team Green holds youth 

wrestling teachings in person by way of training practices and program service sessions, 

communication onsite can be interrupted at practices due to youth attention and focus, as well 

as parent/guardian not being present at time of announcements. To avoid these shortcomings, 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize its online advertisement communication to its 

advantage. “What does it take for a financial institution to execute a comprehensive youth 

marketing program? While there’s no magic formula, a good place to start is with a well-

integrated, multichannel plan of action that addresses every imaginable opportunity to engage 

your audience.”  (The Financial Brand, 2021). Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize 

online advertisement as its cutting-edge marketing resource. 

Facebook 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat has incorporated Facebook into their marketing plan 

and regards this social media outlet as an asset. With previous experience utilizing this 

method, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat is confident that continual online advertisement 

with Facebook will increase the community it has built, which is indicative of the current 

insights for the month of January 2021. (See Figure 13). 
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FIGURE 13 FACEBOOK INSIGHTS. 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will also increase its social media following by 

encouraging followers to share Team Green’s posts to their page as reflective in the goal of 

Facebook. “We build technologies that help people connect with friends and family, find 

communities, and grow businesses.” (Facebook, 2021). Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will 

utilize Vennage (2021), an infographics website, to design appealing cover page imagery. 

(See Figure 14) 

 

FIGURE 14 FACEBOOK COVER PAGE. 

Twitter 

An additional social media method Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize is 

Twitter. Twitter allows followers to know "What's happening in the world and what people 

are talking about right now." (Twitter, 2021). Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize 

Twitter to post short program updates, highlight a wrestler's accomplishment during practice 
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or a competitive match, and send parent program updates. Each parent and youth who has 

access to social media will be encouraged to follow Team Green’s Twitter to receive these 

updates. Uniquely to Twitter, followers can activate text notifications. Through Twitter 

(2021), Team Green’s Middle of the Mat allows youth and parents to receive an immediate 

notification to their cellular devices. Twitter's free service gives members that Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat intends to regard as their number one communication tool outside of 

Facebook and in-person program updates. According to Twitter (2021) text messaging data 

applies. Twitter's innovative concept will provide Team Green’s Middle of the Mat to 

provide solid communication for its members and families while building a community. 

Competitors and Collaborators 

 After Team Green’s initial program inception in 1998, program recognition evolved 

within the community and among other high school wrestling program coaches. Team 

Green’s recognizable concept as a method to help develop added wrestling interest toward 

high school programs and introduce the sport of wrestling to youth, became a notifiable 

quality. Currently, four youth programs exist in the Wabash Valley area, the original group of 

programs created, one being the original pilot program, Team Green. Team Green recognizes 

it has competitors within the Wabash Valley, as depicted in figure 15.   
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FIGURE 15 WABASH VALLEY COMPETITORS. 

Competitors 

Under the Vigo County School Corporation district through Terre Haute South High 

School Wrestling, Prodigy wrestling began developing a youth wrestling program 

piggybacked on Team Green under the direction of Gabe Cook. Through his mentorship, a 

sustainable program was developed and implemented on his behalf. This program is still in 

existence today but has experienced a considerable membership decrease. Head Coach Gabe 

Cook of Prodigy Wrestling has stated, “Unfortunately, I have seen a decrease in wrestling 

interest. I hope to begin a second recruitment strategy, if you will, to try and bring in more 
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youth to Prodigy. This approach does take time and patience I am not sure I can meet this 

need due to my commitment availability at this time.” (Cook, 2019). 

Shortly after Prodigy created their program, Northside Wrestling Club was created 

with the same intent, to serve youth wanting to learn the sport of wrestling. Through 

mentorship by Team Green, Northside Wrestling Club achieved its program implementation 

goal. Since their incorporation, they have changed coaching hands, which has caused an 

interruption in services. However, currently, they have parent participation to keep the 

program in existence and trial and error issues. 

Under the direction of Ron Stateler, a fourth program has continued to keep afloat in 

the South Vermillion Community School Corporation under South Vermillion High School. 

According to his Facebook page, South Vermillion Wrestling, he created his program in 

December 2010. At the end of the 2019 youth wrestling season, Scott Rohrbach stated, 

“South Vermillion has a program that has been declining in which has limited their 

participation in the competition. When I spoke to Ron, he stated that he would be pushing 

middle school wrestling rather than elementary age due to lack of commitment to help the 

high school program to ranger potential wrestlers.” (Rohrbach, 2020.). 

Collaboration 

Collaboration through expanding Team Green will be the signature piece to Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat into a quick developing program across the Wabash Valley. This 

collaboration will entail head coach, Scott Rohrbach, and Missy Rohrbach, partner, to ensure 

current relationships already established with Terre Haute South High School, Terre Haute 

North High School, and South Vermillion High School support the expansion of Team 

Green.   
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Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will collaborate with Parke Heritage High School 

and Northview High School to further expand services. This will indicate Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat determination to be the leading youth wrestling program within the 

Wabash Valley area. With this approach, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will provide a 

competitive advantage and secure collaboration to build a giving program to the Wabash 

Valley youth.  

The intention is that this collaboration will also build relationships with donors, 

sponsors, and volunteer supporters. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will develop trust, 

communication, and tolerance as an element of the relationships. Teamwork is not “What can 

I get out of this relationship?’, it’s ‘What can I bring to this relationship to make it better?” 

(Landau, 2020). Through support, encouragement, and working together, Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat will benefit through collaboration. Competitors need to recognize that the 

value of providing multiple cultivated programs for our community's youth is crucial.  

Leadership in Action 

Within the competitors and collaboration efforts that Team Green’s Middle of the Mat 

will accomplish by offering a focus area of the Wabash Valley area, Team Green will utilize 

leadership guidance to measure and secure needed support of their new program services. 

Will Hinch (2020) introduced the following guidelines that Team Green will adopt: 

1.    Set an example-head down the right path by being the leader. 

2.    Awareness-external factors contribute to relationship building. 

3.    Passion-embody the emotions and set the scene with compassion. 

4.    Enthusiasm-be the first and provide encouragement. 

5.    Ability-use knowledge and make sound decisions. 

6.    Communicate-vital towards all goals. 
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7.    Motivational skills-set as a priority and be better. 

8.    Will to win-be the best and push towards victory. 

9.    Visionary-plan the vision and implement 

 

 

FIGURE 16 9 LEADERSHIP QUALITIES OF TEAM GREEN. 

 Team Green’s Middle of the Mat recognizes that the depicted leadership qualities in 

figure 16 is its leadership is crucial to its end game of achieving goals. (Hinch, 2020). 

Through these characteristics, attributes and personally being game ready, a common goal of 
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being exceptional leaders leading by example will be meaningful. Furthermore, to reach these 

goals through leadership guidance, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will implement quality 

guidance for program participants. Activities for program participants will achieve the 

implemented program services and convey communication with competitors to see the value 

of Team Greens' intended collaboration success. 

To measure this leadership in action process, Team Green will utilize the youth 

assessments after the second, twelve-week session to demonstrate results of its leadership 

style through reaching the target market of 100 youth memberships in year one. Team Green 

has identified this survey questionnaire collection tool to support positive outcomes from a 

road to purpose challenge which will include partnerships, being a competitive program, 

development, wrestling interest, and community support. Through this leadership outcome, 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat program will increase wrestling interest by 30%. As 

depicted in figure 17. Furthermore, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will achieve successful 

program outcomes within partnerships, competitive programing, program development, and 

community support. 
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FIGURE 17 LEADERSHIP OUTCOMES: TEAM GREEN'S ROAD TO PURPOSE. 

Leadership Challenges 

 Although there are marketing and COVID-19 barriers, among other potential 

challenges to overcome as they arrive, there can be preventative failure measures through a 
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successful focus approach implemented to ensure Team Green’s leadership in action plan is 

achieved, such as:  

• Financial support through partnerships.  

• Affordable marketing through school districts providing advertisement. 

• Available introduction time elementary schools are willing to provide through videos 

provided to e-learning announcements. 

• Open community activity opportunities.  

Team Green intends to develop and implement collaboration and partnerships before 

the established marketing plan. This attempt will begin simultaneously, which will provide an 

additional amount of time to ensure the Team Green business plan is well developed. 

Potential barriers to this approach will be: 

• They are ensuring that marketing materials are created, which will cause a lag in time. 

• They are identifying key supporters within businesses and community members, 

which may be limited due to the pandemic of COVID-19. 

• They are securing donor contributions to begin the basic implementation of startup 

costs of new program services, which may be less than desirable amounts and more 

contacts to be made. 

• COVID-19 restrictions by the CDC for safety protocols may cause a hunkered down 

no contact situation. 

To overcome each of these barriers, and overall positive approach is intended to 

convey Team Green's importance in providing a youth program in the Wabash Valley area to 

eliminate missed opportunities by providing a youth wrestling program. This will create a 

feeder system for the area high schools and build collaboration, with a common goal of 
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supporting youth self-confidence resulting in a significant shift in increased wrestling 

interest. 

Strategy 

 Through a community network process, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will reach 

youth within the community to grow a competitive and desirable training program through 

partnerships and collaboration. This will define school districts, a track of helping serve 

youth, youth programs that will provide a buy-in of a mainstream sport that will develop 

character, self-confidence, leadership, discipline, work ethic, mental toughness, positive 

relationships, and a mentorship program. Collaboration with organizations that will provide 

resources to reach open partnerships and relationships to build a community, suppliers to 

fulfill needed goods, and community members to provide financial support of youth 

memberships. Specifically, by providing a profitable marketing program and following a plan 

providing promotion, advertising, and marketing methods at different stages, Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat becomes more sustainable. It utilizes already developed relationships with 

high school wrestling coaches within the Wabash Valley area. Together, each of these 

methods will achieve designated characteristics Team Green’s Middle of the Mat holds as 

priorities in developing and implementing a successful program and reaching a community 

network strategy as depicted in figure 18. 
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FIGURE 18 TEAM GREEN COMMUNITY RESOURCES. 

Competitive Analysis  

As the Competitive Analysis table demonstrates in figure 19, competitors do not have 

feature and benefit factors comparable to Team Green’s Middle of the Mat, including 

substantial program history experience. Through face-to-face individual interviews that Team 

Green will conduct includes each respective coach associated with the youth wrestling club 

programs identified to this analysis included Prodigy Wrestling Club, South Vermillion 

Wrestling Club, and North Side Wrestling Club. Each club varied in its expectations. For the 

intended purposes of a Competitive Analysis, comparison topic items focused on programs of 

the Wabash Valley Area including Team Green. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat is 
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measurable to their factors and goes beyond their respective youth wrestling club 

expectations. A beneficial outcome of this research identifies essential factors indicate Team 

Green’s program service offerings will allow a high standard of existence that will be 

provided to youth. The utilization of these attributes allows Team Green a competitive 

advantage to achieve reaching outcome goals and program services. 

 

FIGURE 19 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS TABLE COMPARISON. 

Niche 

           Unique to Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will be its open enrollment availability as 

the only inclusive youth wrestling program with a four-county radius membership area. 

Because of this unprecedented notoriety, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will capitalize on 

community relationships and support to brand their program as a complete platform. Training 
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as a wrestling program and providing a mentorship that will teach athletes how to strive for 

success in all aspects of life, develop their character, self-confidence, discipline, work ethic, 

and mental toughness positively, contributing to building encouragement of leadership skills, 

is the added-value Team Green strives to meet. With these characteristics, Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat will provide a cutting-edge program for years to come utilizing mindsets 

toward success. "Realize that winning does not make you a better wrestler. Improving makes 

you a better wrestler. Too much emphasis is placed on winning and records in American 

wrestling. Many wrestlers and parents judge improvement based on number of wins, winning 

percentage or what they placed in a tournament." (Wrestling Mindset, 2019). Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat ensures the wrestlers foundation supports the identified characteristics, and 

physical and mental skills prior to wins and placement in tournaments. This will ensure 

success in achieving the leadership skills and mental toughness that the Wrestling Bridge 

Leadership program provides for each youth’s success. 

Pricing 

To allow membership participation by youth, a membership fee is requested. This fee 

will cover a required wrestling card for liability reasons and a free t-shirt to the wrestler. 

Pricing for each wrestler will be $65.00. To provide a minimal cost of membership, coaches 

will be on a volunteer basis; therefore, the minimal cost is efficient while serving as a 

nonprofit program. This amount will be waived if a youth's family is unable to pay for the 

said fee, at which time a scholarship or payment plan will be set up for convenience. As 

demonstrated in the Statement of Activities in the Financial Plan, private contributions, and 

grant funding from the Wabash Valley Youth Foundation and other organizations. It is not 

the intent of Team Green’s Middle of the Mat to discriminate against financial situations but 

rather provide all youth the opportunity to participate.  This will be achieved through 

community support and partnership funding.    
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An additional opportunity for families to be relieved of this fee burden would be to 

request their time and talent, as this would require a commitment to support the program 

through giving. Not only would this alleviate their cost during their hardship, but it would 

show their child a lesson of using time and talent, including the commitment to helping 

others.  Demonstrating time and talent can be achieved by participating in Team Green’s 

Coaches Apprentice Program. As Team Green’s Middle of the Mat researched membership 

fees among the competitors the designated membership cost is much more affordable and 

reachable by families. This pricing strategy will accommodate most and be an additional 

asset of how the Team Green’s Middle of the Mat wrestling program sees no barriers for 

youth participation. 

SWOT Analysis 

Team Green utilized a strategy tool to determine its strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats, which has created a starting point for Team Green toward building 

its new program services. Team Green’s SWOT Analysis as demonstrated in Figure 20, 

provides viable vital points to develop a framework to make the dream work. Reducing the 

chances of failure, by understanding what Team Green is lacking, allows to not waver from 

the strategy that distinguishes Team Green from the competitors. (Mind Tools, 2021a). 

Strengths 

      Team Green can confidently identify seven strong strengths. Because Team Green has 

been providing a youth wrestling program for over twenty years, they have the upper hand of 

having a competitive advantage. This experience and knowledge are now leading them to 

provide innovative program services through mission, vision, and value. Their competitive 

pricing and exclusive membership participation of ages pre-k through twelfth grade set their 

program apart from other youth wrestling programs.  
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Weaknesses 

      Team Green can identify potential weaknesses through poor program management that 

can interrupt offerings under their operational plan. For twenty years, Team Green has held 

closed membership to one school district the Vigo County School Corporation. Due to this 

choice, program participant participation numbers have declined along with wrestling 

interest, in 2020. Additionally, no new program services beyond teaching wrestling 

techniques have been implemented. These Team Green weaknesses also lead to a lack of 

financial cash flow. 

Opportunities 

      Team Green has recognized a change in program participants, wrestling interest, and 

declining youth participants in other youth programs within the Wabash Valley area. The 

opportunity to implement two new program services and target youth outside of Team 

Green's school district by way of open enrollment would increase its program participants 

and program interest. Team Green can provide a cutting-edge program within the Wabash 

Valley area through community collaboration and partnerships. 

Threats 

      Though Team Green has identified its strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities, some 

threats may contribute to program advancement. Lack of community support and 

collaboration with other youth programs can lead to competitive intentions and resource loss 

for Team Green. Program advancement can be negatively impacted by the COVID-19 

pandemic through membership enrollment and practice meeting times for the new program 

services. These threats are concerns and can potentially break focus on implementing Team 

Green’s newfound program advancement. 
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FIGURE 20 TEAM GREEN’S MIDDLE OF THE MAT SWOT ANALYSIS. 

SWOT Analysis Findings 

         Team Green recognizes the SWOT Analysis as a viable and useful tool toward 

ensuring its program approach can be successful. As a result of the analysis, the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats should be monitored, and modifications made, or 

interruption avoided as needed. This SWOT Analysis is a clear picture for Team Green to 

recognize its operational plan to avoid loopholes to interrupt the mission, vision, goals, and 

objectives they intend to implement. 
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Operational Plan 

 Team Green will utilize a resourceful organization, Team USA Wrestling (2020) to 

serve as a point contact for guidance. Team USA Wrestling (2020) has a strong foundation of 

a mission, vision, and values to guide its program. It provides a template for providing a good 

program through guiding, opportunities, and vision to teach responsibility, integrity, 

dedication, accountability, respect, and diversity - creating effective, lasting, and meaningful 

change for youth. Their organizational pillars, along with their mission and values, allows 

soundproof guidance to see a successful program flourish. 

Team USA Wrestling’s 2008-2009 Club Organizing Guide by Team USA Wrestling 

(2020) has historically served Team Green guidance, templates, and support while 

incorporating the program. This guide, represents the club membership benefits Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat has maintained since 2008 as a member of the World-leading 

USA Wrestling Family, which includes benefits of: 

1. Coaching resources. 

2. Opportunity to travel with all levels of athletes to compete. 

3. Educational training resources and written materials from top coaches. 

4. National Training and Developmental Camps for Youth.  

5. Membership registration opportunity. 

6. Program Insurance. 

7. Club Liability and Facility Insurance.  

8. Free subscription to USA Wrestler, the official publication of Team USA Wrestling. 

9. Participation in competitions. 

10. Association with the Olympic opportunities. 

Operationally speaking, Team Green will be utilizing Team USA Wrestling (2020) as a 

resource for program organizing, program resources, event organizing, athlete and program 
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safety, coaching certification and training, educational videos and written materials, and 

wrestling competition contact information. Team USA Wrestling (2020) provides a plethora 

of opportunities that will be of considerable value to the behind-the-scenes of Team Green's 

operational planning. 

Team Green will provide due diligence in its operational plan and duties in its program 

services and youth program participant’s best interest. Logistical planning will be at the 

forefront of their business plan to maintain and exceed program goals and objectives. 

Strategic planning, mission, vision, and values will be met by way of the program needs and 

identified Keys to Success. The Growth Coaching Model, see figure 21, visually provides the 

growth points that Team Green intends to meet throughout its operational plan. According to 

Mind Tools (2020a), there is a simple framework from the original model developed in the 

1980s by business coaches Graham Alexander, Alan Fine, and Sir John Whitmore. The 

GROW Model is to identify how Team Green plans its program services, identifying goals 

and establishing where Team Green is currently within its operations. Through Team Green’s 

options, an established commitment of the program services will prepare Team Green for any 

challenges and obstacles. (Mind Tools, 2021b).  

With this application tool process, a structure is provided to allow coaching and 

mentoring to be developed and grown throughout the business's operational plan. Team 

Green intends to utilize this tool as a model to meet goals, reality, discover options and 

establish procedures. Team Green has devised the following infographic to explain its intent 

to grow within the identified coaching model. 
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FIGURE 21 THE GROWTH COACHING MODEL. 

Location 

Team Green’s open enrollment to provide Middle of the Mat to program participants 

from the four counties will utilize West Vigo High School’s wrestling room to begin services 

as it has been previously secured. Team Green secured this opportunity in 2001 with the Vigo 

County School Corporation; therefore, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will begin services 

immediately after initial program sign-ups. Through athletic teams, rivalries are developed 

through competitive games. The sport of wrestling is no different when it comes to 

competitiveness. Due to this behavior, utilizing only West Vigo High School’s wrestling 

room and mat could ignite controversial home advantage or prevent the development of 

program participant memberships outside of this specific school district. To address this issue 

and accommodate all program participants from their respective school districts, it is the 
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intention of Team Green to collaborate with the elementary and high schools within the four 

county school districts of the Wabash Valley area to provide practice facilities. In doing so, 

this will allow program services for Team Green’s Middle of the Mat to be seen as a 

convenient and accommodating for youth participation. Utilizing this unique schedule will 

divide driving distance and provide collaboration responsibility partnerships. Additionally, 

this approach will create comradery and pride as youth will share their respective school 

corporation’s facilities as their home advantage. Together, each location will meet the space 

needed to reach practice and interaction requirements.  

To understand the wrestling accommodations that are required to practice the sport 

utilizing a wrestling mat at the high schools within the school districts, a diagram of what a 

wrestling mat looks like and the required measurements are depicted in figure 22. Due to 

Team USA Wrestling (2020) regulations, this mat size is considered necessary to participate 

in the sport of wrestling, which provides safety for each program participant to practice the 

sport safely. However, due to wrestling mats being an expensive and unique piece of 

equipment due to its size, it is not necessarily an accommodation Team Green can provide 

without the four-county school districts providing their facility partnership. Team Green is 

aware that elementary schools do not accommodate a wrestling mat, therefore, these locations 

will be used to incorporate wrestling curriculum that does not require wrestling mat usage, 

which will include safety measures.   
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FIGURE 22 HIGH SCHOOL REGULATION MINIMUM MAT SIZES. 

Personnel 

 Team Green personnel includes volunteer coaching staff, Coaches Apprentice 

Program, and Team Green’s Advisory Board will be held in high regards to Team Green’s 

operations. Each personnel will be perceived as being both individual and team leaders in 

respective duty representation. Leadership is defined as an influential behavior. Within Team 

Green’s leadership style, leadership behavior will positively impact the program services and 

the youth program participants. Through both transformational and servant leadership, Team 

Green will provide self-motivated encouragement lessons, which leads Team Green’s Middle 

of the Mat to create successful youth athletes. (Kinetics, 2018). Through this approach, Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat will utilize all talent to pour into the youth wrestling program by 

personnel for the common good. The following persons are identified as crucial team players: 
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1. Scott Rohrbach-Head Coach 

2. Brian Otte-Assistant Coach 

3. Seth Rohrbach-Assistant Coach & Mentor 

4. Annalyse Dooley-Youth Assistant 

5. Richard Buchanan-Youth Coach 

Day-to-day operations will encompass Team Green’s partner, Missy Rohrbach, and 

Molly Rohrbach, Program Assistant, to provide Team Green’s operational and management 

duties including, but not limited, to the following duties: 

1. Administration 

2. Finance 

3. Human Resources 

4. Risk Management 

5. Marketing 

6. Other duties as assigned. 

Together, personnel, program partner, and the program assistant will ensure the day-to-day 

operations of Team Green will successfully be implemented. Team Green’s organizational 

chart is depicted in figure 23. 
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FIGURE 23 TEAM GREEN YOUTH WRESTLING PROGRAM ORGANIZATIONAL CHART. 

Insurance 

 Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will take advantage of a partnership with Team USA 

Wrestling (2020) to secure general liability insurance for program services by requiring each 

youth wrestler to purchase a USA Wrestling Club Card for $40, which is included in their 

membership fee of $65, as demonstrated in the Statement of Activities within Team Green’s 

Financial Plan. This purchase will, concurrently, provide a dual enrollment membership with 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat, an added benefit for both the program and youth. No cost 

is incurred by Team Green’s Middle of the Mat, separately from each youth’s membership. 

Team Green will submit each youth’s USA Wrestling Club Card membership forms and fees 
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after the sign-up season each year to Team USA Wrestling (2020), on their behalf.  (See 

Appendix A).  

To hold Team Green’s Middle of the Mat harmless, all youth participants will be 

required to sign a Release and Waiver of Liability, Assumption of Risk, and Indemnity 

Agreement with Parental Consent (“Agreement”) that is provided by Team USA Wrestling 

(2020). Parent/Guardian must complete this form for any participant under 18. Providing this 

protection will protect Team Green from any negligence.  

Vendor Partnerships 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will provide each wrestler a free t-shirt with 

membership enrollment. At the time of enrollment, t-shirt sizes will be collected, which will 

allow the prevention of over ordering. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat secured Bagnoche 

Sports through a partnership to provide the t-shirt sales at the cost of $3.00 per shirt to Team 

Green. Additionally, the clipart design for the shirt will be determined through conversations 

with head coach Scott Rohrbach and Bagnoche Sports, which has been waived. Finally, 

because Bagnoche Sports is local to Team Green’s Middle of the Mat in the Wabash Valley 

area, Bagnoche Sports will deliver t-shirts to head coach Scott Rohrbach to avoid shipping 

and freight costs.  

           Through Bagnoche Sports, an additional t-shirt opportunity will be offered to Team 

Green’s Middle of the Mat parents. If parents so choose, they may order a promotional t-shirt 

to match Team Green's Middle of the Mat youth. Through this opportunity, parents will work 

directly through Bagnoche Sports, which includes collection of their t-shirt fee and a 

predetermined time of delivery to Team Green’s Middle of the Mat parents at a designated 

youth practice.  
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           At this time, no other vender partnerships are required of Team Green’s Middle of the 

Mat for business operations. 

Management and Organization 

 The overall management and day-to-day operations will be the responsibility of Missy 

Rohrbach, co-partner of Team Green. Missy will oversee all operations, financials, and 

partnerships to ensure the Team Green’s Middle of the Mat is a sustainable and successful 

program. With Missy’s Master of Leadership Development, previous youth program 

experience, and human and social service background, she will provide viable operational 

support. Furthermore, from research through Nonprofit Accounting & Financial Statements: 

Overview for Board, Management, and Staff, Missy recognizes her assistance to ensure the 

financials will be necessary to ensure nonprofit status is maintained by way of governmental 

requirements. Further program support assistance will be provided by Molly Rohrbach. She 

will assist Missy with duties assigned on as needed basis. Additionally, Missy will oversee 

the Team Green Advisory Board that assists with program management expectations. 

Team Green Advisory Board 

● Scott Rohrbach-Head Coach 

● Brian Otte-Assistant Coach 

● Seth Rohrbach-Assistant Coach 

● Molly Rohrbach-Program Assistant 

● Annalyse Dooley-Youth Assistant 

● Richard Buchanan-Youth Coach 

● Misy Rafter-Community Banker, THSB 

● Jeremy Ray-Parent 

To further ensure management and organizational success is maintained, coaching 

development will be provided to coaching staff. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat coaching 
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staff will be expected to protect the sport by protecting their wrestlers. Through Team USA 

Wrestling (2020), coach training resources, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat coaching staff 

will learn how to minimize injuries, motivate the youth, and provide the ultimate wrestling 

experience. Being well trained will provide youth and parents alike comfort in training for the 

sport of wrestling. (National Wrestling Coaches Association, 2018). This added value will 

ensure that all coaching staff provides the utmost athlete well-being experience towards the 

program's success and service achievement. 

Furthermore, additional operational support by Scott Rohrbach will oversee the 

Wrestling Bridge Leadership program. He has a strong relationship with the schools in the 

Wabash Valley and community members through his current high school wrestling program 

and teaching in local elementary and high schools in the Vigo County School Corporation. 

With his experience, he will provide a viable key to an impactful program and incorporate his 

relationships with athletic directors, sports contacts, and knowledge of wrestling rules and 

required support procedures.  

Financial Plan 

For Team Green to begin its newly merged youth program services, expenses to 

ensure its startup is required, in addition to its regular program income and expenses. 

According to Creative Cash Flow Strategies for Small Business (2019), startup expenses and 

capitalization must be carefully considered. Team Green’s Middle of the Mat is aware its 

financial plan must maintain a focus on its appropriated categorical financial columns due to 

membership and the cost of USA Wrestling Club Card may fluctuate. Team Green will 

continually revisit financial statements, specifically, the Statement of Activities.  
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Statement of Activities 

 Youth wrestlers will be charged $65 for membership, which covers their USA 

Wrestling Club Card and a free t-shirt. Team Green will need to collect these fees at each of 

the sign-ups. The expenses for Team Green will be membership fees and other program 

service activities that will be secured before any profit is generated. Team Green’s Statement 

of Activities is their additional financial control tool that will be utilized toward sustainable 

growth and profitability for its program.  

Team Green has incorporated within its Statement of Activities income, expenses, 

change in net assets, net assets at beginning of year, and net assets at the end of the year. To 

further ensure appropriate financial management, Team Green, utilizing Missy Rohrbach, 

differentiates the Statement of Activities into income and expense categories that include 

with donor restrictions and without donor restrictions. Differentiating these two income 

sources will ensure that Team Green can distinguish between regular program income, 

expenditures and those financials designated to fulfill the membership fees required of Team 

USA Wrestling (2020). Furthermore, showing these activities will allow an understanding of 

what is developing from Team Green’s program foundation expansion into Team Green’s 

Middle of the Mat and Wrestling Bridge Leadership program. (Fine, 2016).   
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FIGURE 24 STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES. 
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FIGURE 25 TOTAL SUPPORT & INCOME. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 26 EXPENSES. 
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Conclusion 

   Team Green recognizes the issue of low participation among pre-kindergarten 

through twelfth grade as a new opportunity to further develop by expanding through opening 

enrollment to increase wrestling interest and self-confidence building encouragement within 

the West Terre Haute community and the Wabash Valley. In doing so, incorporating a new 

mission with the importance of providing youth an opportunity to build wrestling interest, 

confidence, and leadership skills experiences will provide a path toward a better life. 

Furthermore, to incorporate these combined ideas of guidance for youth through relationships 

with the coaching staff, two new program services, named Middle of the Mat and Wrestling 

Bridge Leadership, will be launched to reach sustainable met needs. Each program service 

will allow growth toward building further success for Team Green. As the program services 

are provided, youth will receive enhancement in their life, including character, confidence, 

discipline, work ethic, and mental toughness.  

As Team Green transitions into this development by way of a new target area in 

Wabash Valley counties of Vigo, Vermillion, Parke, and Clay, alignment of meeting 

deserving youth and providing wrestling program services that will allow them to be 

successful in all levels of humanity, wrestling, and productive citizens within their respective 

counties. Uniquely to Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will be its program availability as the 

only youth wrestling program with a four-county radius open membership area. Because of 

this unprecedented notoriety, Team Green’s Middle of the Mat will be able to capitalize on 

community relationships and support to brand their program as a complete platform of 

training as a wrestling program and providing a mentorship that will teach athletes to strive 

for success. 

Team Green’s Middle of the Mat intends to become a newfound cutting-edge program 

that develops partnerships, garners support, and builds a solid foundation for youth leaders' 
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program goals and objectives by merging with Wabash Valley programs. The hope that this 

new perspective of Team Green's commitment will be achieved, and high school wrestling 

will become a new trend of a desired individual competitive sports perspective by parents and 

youth alike in the Wabash Valley with the benefit of personal growth. For years to come, 

Team Green will implement a robust program, continually utilizing a competitive advantage 

and reaching outcome goals. 
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